
MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1 Codon and Amino acid Usage:

3.1.1 Retrieval of coding sequences:

Selected members of the genera

Bifidobacterium, Ruminococcus and

Helicobacter were considered for

comprehensive investigation of codon

and amino acid usage behavior.

Complete coding sequences and

respective encoded protein products for

twenty four strains of Bifidobacterium

[enlisted in Table 3.1 (a)], representing

seven bifidobacterial species, seven

strains of Ruminococcus [enlisted in

Table 3.1 (b)], representing seven

ruminococcal species, and four strains

of Helicobacter pylori [enlisted in

Table 3.1 (c)] were retrieved from the

Integrated Microbial Genomes (IMG)

database (http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-

bin/w/main.cgi) (Markowitz et al.,

2006). We only considered the

bacterial strains for which genome

sequencing has been accomplished and

have been assigned ‘Finished’ status in

the IMG database. Coding sequences

with proper initiation and termination

codons and having length more than or

equal to 300 nucleotides were kept in

our dataset to avoid stochastic

variations and sampling errors (Wright,

1990). Codon usage frequencies of

human host (Homo sapiens), where the

concerned bacterial members reside,

were obtained from the Codon Usage

Database (http://www.kazusa.or.jp/

codon/) (Nakamura et al., 2000).

3.1.2 Calculation of codon and amino

acid usage parameters:

CodonW (v1.4.4) software (http://

www.molbiol.ox.ac.uk/cu)  (Peden,

1999) was employed to calculate

various relevant codon usage indices

like relative synonymous codon usage

(RSCU), GC3 (frequency of codons

ending with Guanine [G] or Cytosine

[C] in the third synonymous position of

the codon, excluding Met, Trp, and

termination codons), GC (frequency of

Guanine + Cytosine), effective number

of codons (Nc), A3s, G3s, C3s and T3s

(the composition of the nucleotide

bases Adenine [A], Guanine [G],
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phosphate bonds) for all the concerned

genomes were computed using the

DAMBE software (Xia, 2013) based

on calculation approach proposed by

Akashi and Gojobori (2002).

Relative synonymous codon usage

(RSCU) is an accurate indicator of the

degree of heterogeneity in the usage of

synonymous codons (Sharp and Li,

Thymine [T] and Cytosine [C] at the

third synonymous position of the

codons). Amino acid usage indices like

relative amino acid usage (RAAU),

grand average of hydropathicity

(GRAVY) and aromaticity were also

estimated using the same software.

Energetic costs of the protein

sequences (in terms of high energy

Organism NCBI/RefSeq/GenBank Genome Size (Mbp)

Bifidobacterium longum longum KACC
91563

CP002794 2.39

B. longum longum F8 FP929034 2.38

B. longum longum JCM 1217 NC_015067 2.38

B. longum longum JDM301 NC_014169 2.48

B. longum infantis 157F-NC NC_015052 2.41

B. longum infantis ATCC 15697 NC_011593 2.83

B. longum NCC2705 NC_004307 2.26

B. longum DJO10A NC_010816 2.39

B. breve ACS-071-V-Sch8b CP002743 2.33

B. breve UCC2003 CP000303 2.42

B. adolescentis ATCC 15703 NC_008618 2.09

B. dentium Bd1 NC_013714 2.64

B. asteroides PRL2011 CP003325 2.17

B. bifidum PRL2010 NC_014638 2.21

B. bifidum S17 NC_014616 2.19

B. animalis animalis ATCC 25527 CP002567 1.93

B. animalis lactis AD011 NC_011835 1.93

B. animalis lactis BB-12 CP001853 1.94

B. animalis lactis Bl-04 NC_012814 1.94

B. animalis lactis CNCM I-2494 CP002915 1.94

B. animalis lactis DSM 10140 NC_012815 1.94

B. animalis lactis V9 CP001892 1.94

B. animalis lactis B420 CP003497 1.94

B. animalis lactis BLC1 CP003039 1.94

Table 3.1 (a) List of bifidobacterial strains considered for codon and amino acid usage analysis

Mbp: millions of base pairs
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1986). It is the ratio of observed

frequency of the codons with respect to

the expected one in case of a uniform

synonymous codon usage. RSCU is

formulated as:

where n = number of synonymous

codons for the amino acid under study,

Xi = number of occurrences of codon i.

RSCU values greater than one indicate

that the observed frequency of

synonymous codons is more compared

to the expected frequency and lower

than one indicates the opposite (dos

Reis et al., 2003).

Effective number of codons (Nc) is

another important parameter that

reflects the overall codon bias in genes

and genomes (Wright, 1990). Nc value

provides an estimate as how a small

subset of codons is used by a gene and

ranges from 20 (on usage of a single

codon per amino acid) to 61 (when all

the codons display equal frequency).

Nc is computed as:

where S signifies frequency of GC3s.

Frequency of optimal codons (Fop)

represents the fraction of synonymous

codons that are aptly accepted by the

most abundant isoacceptor tRNAs and

thus, are used optimally (Ikemura,

1985). Its value ranges from 0

(meaning a gene has no optimal

codons) to 1 (when a gene is

exclusively comprised of optimal

codons). Fop is generally determined

by the equation 3(a):

Fop = Noc /Nsc ………………… (3a)

The original equation is modified in

equation (3b), when rare codons are

identified, as

Organism NCBI/RefSeq/GenBank Genome Size (Mbp)

Ruminococcus bromii L2-63 FP929051 2.24

R. albus 7 NC_014833 4.49

R. champanellensis 18P13 FP929052 2.57

Ruminococcus sp. 80/3 HF545616*, HF545617** 2.97

R. torques L2-14 FP929055 3.34

R. obeum A2-162 FP929054 3.76

Ruminococcus sp. SR1/5 FP929053 3.54

‘*’   denotes Chromosome 1; ‘**’ denotes Chromosome 2; Mbp: millions of base pairs

Table 3.1 (b) List of ruminococcal strains considered for codon and amino acid usage analysis
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Fop(mod) = (Noc – Nrc )/ Nsc………..(3b)

where N represents the frequency of

each codon type used, whereas Noc, Nrc

and Nsc stands for frequencies of

optimal codons, rare codons and

synonymous codons respectively.

3.1.3 Computation of Codon

Adaptation Index (CAI):

Codon adaptation index (CAI) of a

gene is defined as the relative

adaptiveness of codon usage of the

concerned gene with respect to the

codon usage of the highly expressed

genes (Sharp and Li, 1987). Thus, CAI

serves to be an efficient tool to assess

the probable level of expression of a

concerned gene (Naya et al., 2001).

CAI of a particular gene is calculated

in reference to sets of genes that are

presumed to be highly expressed

(generally ribosomal protein coding

genes). CAI values vary from 0 to 1.0

and higher values imply stronger codon

bias and a close resemblance in codon

usage of the concerned gene with that

of the highly expressed reference set.

CAI is usually calculated based on the

equation (4):

where, ωK signifies the relative

adaptiveness of the Kth codon and L

represents the number of synonymous

codons in the gene.

CAI values for the protein coding

genes of the concerned bacterial

members were calculated using the

CAI Calculator 2 server (http://

userpages.umbc.edu/~wug1/codon/cai/

cais.php) (Wu et al., 2005). The top

10% of the genes displaying highest

values of CAI were screened as the

potential highly expressed (PHX)

genes whereas, 10% of the genes with

lowest CAI values constituted the

potential lowly expressed (PLX) gene

set (Sen et al., 2008), in all the

genomes under investigation.

3.1.4 Multivariate statistical analysis

of codon and amino acid usage:

Intragenomic and intergenomic

variations pertaining to codon and

Organism NCBI/RefSeq/GenBank Genome Size (Mbp)

Helicobacter pylori 35A NC_017360 1.56

H. pylori 83 NC_017375 1.62

H. pylori 2017 NC_017374 1.55

H. pylori Cuz20 NC_017358 1.63

Table 3.1 (c) List of Helicobacter pylori strains considered for codon and amino acid usage analysis

Mbp: millions of base pairs
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amino acid usage patterns can be well

explained in the light of multivariate

statistical analysis. Correspondence

Analysis (CoA) is one such type of

comprehensive statistical tool which

highlights the major variations among

codon and amino acid usage data and

places them in accordance with such

observed variations (Greenacre, 1984).

CoA on the basis of RSCU plots data

in a multidimensional hyperspace of 59

orthogonal axes (informative of the 59

codons excluding Met, Trp and the

three stop codons) and addresses the

most prominent axes of separation of

the genes on the basis of codon usage

variations. CodonW program was used

to execute CoA on the basis of RSCU

and RAAU values for all the concerned

genomes of Bifidobacterium,

Ruminococcus and Helicobacter pylori.

3.1.5 Analysis of synonymous codon

usage order (SCUO):

Synonymous codon usage order is an

index of codon usage which quantifies

the relationship between synonymous

codon usage bias and genomic

composition of an organism (Wan et

al., 2004). SCUO analyses for the

concerned bacterial genomes under

scrutiny were executed using CodonO

p r o g r a m  ( h t t p : / /

sysbio.cvm.msstate.edu/CodonO/)

(Angellotti et al., 2007).

3.1.6 Estimation of successive

synonymous codon pairs:

Pairs of synonymous codons that

appear in successive fashion,

regardless of the number of codons that

code for different amino acids (non-

synonymous codons) occurring

between them, are termed as successive

synonymous codon pairs (Cannarozzi

et al., 2010)

The frequencies of the successive

synonymous codon pairs for the

concerned strains of Bifidobacterium,

Ruminococcus and H. pylori were

analyzed as per calculation schema

proposed by Cannarozzi et al. (2010)

and Guo et al. (2012). The nine amino

acids (Ala, Arg, Gly, Iso, Leu, Pro, Ser,

Thr and Val) bearing at least two

tRNAs were included in our dataset. A

BioPerl script (Zhang et al., 2013) was

employed to calculate the frequencies

of the consecutive synonymous codon

pairs. The expected frequencies were

obtained as products of the frequencies

of individual codons of each pair. Z-

score for a particular synonymous

codon pair was calculated to explore

the possible deviation of observed

frequency from the expected one, with

respect to standard deviation, using the

following formula:
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where OF= observed frequency, EF=

expected frequency, SD= standard

deviation.

The occurrence of a successive

synonymous codon pair was

considered to be ‘favoured’, if the

difference of the observed frequency

from the expected one was found to be

≥ 3 standard deviation (assuming

binomial distribution) and

‘disfavoured’, if the mentioned

difference was found to be ≤ -3

standard deviation (assuming binomial

distribution) (Guo et al., 2012). A

particular successive synonymous

codon pair was considered to be

occurring ‘neutrally’ when the

difference of the observed frequency

from the expected one was found to

range between -3 and +3 standard

deviation.

3.1.7 Construction of heatmaps,

roseplots and barplots:

Heatmap is a graphical representation

of a dataset which uses colour codes to

depict the major discrepancies among

the concerned dataset. CMG Biotools-

package (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/staff/

dave/CMGtools/) (Vesth et al., 2013)

was used to generate the heatmaps

based on the preferential usage of

codons and amino acids for the

concerned strains of Bifidobacterium,

Ruminococcus and H. pylori. Roseplots

represent the variations of a dataset on

a circular scale. The same CMG

Biotools-package was employed to

construct the roseplots, based on the

codon and amino acid usage

frequencies, and barplots reflecting the

differential trends in usage of the four

nucleotides (Adenine [A], Guanine

[G], Thymine [T] and Cytosine [C])

over the various codon positions.

3.1.8 Identification of translationally

optimal codons:

Optimal codons refer to the set of

preferred codons that are selectively

more often used by the highly

expressed genes in comparison to

lowly expressed ones in an organism.

Translationally optimal codons are

those sets of optimal codons which

aptly match the iso-accepting tRNAs

and thus, are essentially associated

with translational precision. All

relevant information regarding tRNA

anticodons, anticodon table and copy

number of tRNAs, for the concerned

genomes, were generated using the

“tRNAscan-SE” program (http://

gtrnadb.ucsc.edu/) (Lowe and Eddy,

1997). Translationally optimal codons

were filtered by performing a thorough

SD

EFOF
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analysis of data that were extracted

from the “tRNAscan-SE” program.

3.1.9 Computation of tRNA Adaptation

Index (tAI):

tRNA Adaptation Index (tAI) is an

efficient indicator of tRNA usage that

represents the levels of co-adaptation

between a particular codon and the

corresponding tRNA pool (Tuller et

al., 2011). Thus, tAI is considered to

be an effective parameter for assessing

codon bias as it directly correlates with

protein abundance. tAI reflects the

degree of correlation between a coding

sequence and the cellular tRNA level

(dos Reis et al., 2004).

tAI value of a gene (tAIg) based on all

its codons is computed as:

where lg represents the length of the

gene in codons and wikg represents

relative adaptiveness value of the

codon defined by the kth triplet in the

gene and tAIg estimates the amount of

adaptation of a gene ‘g’ to its genomic

tRNA pool.

The tAI values for all the bacterial

members of interest were computed

using the codonR scripts (available

from http://people.cryst.bbk.ac.uk/

~fdosr01/tAI/).

3.1.10 Statistical analysis:

Statistical tests of significance (at

levels of significance P < 0.01 and P <

0.05) and correlation analysis

(Spearman’s rank correlation) were

performed using SPSS software

package.

3.2 Comparative genomics:

3.2.1 Retrieval of genomic and

proteomic data:

Selected members of the genera

Ruminococcus, Bacteroides and

Eubacterium were considered for intra-

genera comparative genomic

investigations. Complete genome and

proteome sequences of seven strains of

Ruminococcus [enlisted in Table 3.2

(a)], representing seven ruminococcal

species, eight strains of Bacteroides

[enlisted in Table 3.2 (b)], representing

six species of Bacteroides, and five

strains of Eubacterium [enlisted in

Table 3.2 (c)], representing three

species of Eubacterium were retrieved

from the Integrated Microbial

Genomes (IMG) database (http://

img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/w/main.cgi)

(Markowitz et al., 2006). We only

considered the strains for which

genome sequencing has been

accomplished and has been assigned

‘Finished’ status in the IMG database.

Coding sequences with proper
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initiation and termination codons and

having length more than or equal to

300 nucleotides were only considered

for our analysis (Wright, 1990).

3.2.2 Generation of three dimensional

plots (3D plots):

Information pertaining to genomic

composition (in terms of percentage of

Adenine and Thymine [AT%]),

genome size and frequency of coding

sequences (CDS count) of the

concerned bacterial members were

obtained from the IMG database

(http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/w/

main.cgi) (Markowitz et al., 2006).

Three dimensional plots (3D plots)

displaying genomic composition,

genome size and CDS count, for the

concerned members of Ruminococcus,

Bacteroides and Eubacterium, were

generated using an in-house developed

script using the R software package

(https://www.r-project.org/).

3.2.3 Generation of Multi-locus

sequence analysis (MLSA) based

phylogeny:

Multi-locus sequence analysis (MLSA)

based phylogenetic trees were

constructed separately for genera

Ruminococcus, Bacteroides and

Eubacterium using Mega6.06 software

(Tamura et al., 2013) with Kimura two

-parameter model and bootstrap value

of 1000 replicates. Housekeeping

genes that were considered for the

ruminococcal members included

phosphoglycerate kinase, phenylalanyl-

tRNA synthetase, preprotein

translocase subunit SecE, tryptophan

synthase and preprotein translocase

subunit SecA. Gene sets used for

generating the phylogenetic tree in

Bacteroides were cell division protein

FtsZ, phosphoglycerate kinase,

phenylalanyl-tRNA synthetase,

polyphosphate kinase and tryptophan

synthase. In case of Eubacterium we

used coding sequences of conserved

Organism NCBI/RefSeq/GenBank Accession

Ruminococcus bromii L2-63 FP929051

R. albus 7 NC_014833

R. champanellensis 18P13 FP929052

Ruminococcus sp. 80/3 HF545616*, HF545617**

R. torques L2-14 FP929055

R. obeum A2-162 FP929054

Ruminococcus sp. SR1/5 FP929053

‘*’ denotes Chromosome 1; ‘**’ denotes Chromosome 2

Table 3.2 (a) List of ruminococcal members considered for comparative genomic analysis
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housekeeping genes like DNA gyrase

subunit A, DNA gyrase subunit B,

phosphoglycerate kinase, phenylalanyl-

tRNA synthetase and site-specific

recombinase XerD. Mentioned gene

sequences were aligned separately for

each concerned bacterial genus using

Clustal Omega software package

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/

clustalo/) (Sievers et al., 2011).

Subsequently, the aligned sequences

were trimmed and concatenated. The

concatenated MLSA gene sequences

served as input for generating MLSA

based phylogenetic trees of interest.

3.2.4 Identification of gene families

representing pan-genome and core

genome:

Pan-genome of a bacterial species is

defined as the entire gene set of all

concerned strains of interest,

representing a particular species

(Medini et al., 2005). The core genome

refers to the conserved pool of genes

shared between all strains, reflecting

the bacterial species of concern. Thus,

the pan-genome of a bacterial species

is the combination of the core genome

set containing genes present in all

strains, the dispensable genome set

containing genes present in two or

more strains and the unique gene

families those are exclusively present

in single strains.

To identify and process homology

within and across genomes, all genes

were assigned into unique gene

families based on sequence similarity.

The genes were translated into amino

acid sequences and aligned ‘all-against

-all’ using BLASTP (Altschul et al.,

1990), and any two genes were

considered to be a gene pair if the

alignment was found to be in

accordance with the ‘50/50’ rule i.e., if

their amino acid sequences were more

than 50% identical over more than 50%

of their length. Since each member of a

Table 3.2 (b) List of strains of Bacteroides considered for comparative genomic analysis

Organism NCBI/RefSeq/GenBank Genome Size (Mbp)

Bacteroides xylanisolvens XB1A NC_021017 5.98

B. fragilis 638R NC_016776 5.37

B. fragilis NCTC 9343 NC_003228 5.24

B. fragilis YCH46 NC_006347 5.31

B. thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482 NC_004663 6.29

B. vulgatus ATCC 8482 NC_009614 5.16

B. helcogenes P 36-108 NC_014933 3.99

B. salanitronis DSM 18170 NC_015164 4.31

Mbp: millions of base pairs
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pair might be a member of other pairs

as well, all gene pairs sharing members

were subsequently combined into one

gene family. Thus, all genes of a

genome were grouped into gene

families. Multiple genes per genome

might belong to a single gene family. A

gene not finding a match with the

given criteria was put in its own gene

family as a ‘singleton’. Gene families

representing pan-genome and core

genome for all concerned bacterial

genera were extracted using the

‘Specific_gene.pl’ code implemented

in the CMG Biotools-package (http://

www.cbs.dtu.dk/staff/dave/CMGtools/)

(Vesth et al., 2013). Unique gene

families were also identified using the

same program.

3.2.5 Generation of Pan-Core genome

plot:

The Pan-Core genome plot is a simple

illustration of the distribution of gene

families across the concerned genomes

of interest. Pan-genome refers to the

union of the gene families representing

genomes under consideration. Core

genome is defined as the intersection of

the gene families reflecting the

genomes of interest. The resulting pan-

genome curve increases in size as more

genomes are analyzed, and its shape is

order-dependent, though, the

accumulative pan-genome is not

influenced by the order of analysis. On

the other hand, core genome set

decreases in size as more genomes are

analyzed. The Pan-Core genome plots

for the genera Ruminococcus,

Bacteroides and Eubacterium were

generated employing the

‘pancoreplot_createconfig’ program

implemented in CMG Biotools-

package (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/staff/

dave/CMGtools/) (Vesth et al., 2013).

3.2.6 Construction of BLAST matrix:

BLAST matrix is a comparison of

proteomes (proteins from a genome)

used to estimate the common share of

proteins between the concerned

organisms of interest (Zakham et al.,

2012). All proteomes representing

Organism NCBI/RefSeq/GenBank
Accession

Genome Size (Mbp)

Eubacterium eligens ATCC 27750 NC_012778 2.83

E. rectale DSM 17629 FP929042 3.34

E. rectale M104/1 FP929043 3.70

E. siraeum 70/3 FP929044 2.94
E. siraeum V10Sc8a FP929059 2.84

Table 3.2 (c) List of members of Eubacterium considered for comparative genomic analysis

Mbp: millions of base pairs
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Ruminococcus, Bacteroides and

Eubacterium were compared (intra-

generically) with BLASTP using the

‘50/50’ rule to categorize genes into

gene families. The BLAST results were

visualized in BLAST matrix, which

summarizes the results of proteomic

pairwise comparisons. The percentages

within the matrix display the amount of

proteins shared between two concerned

proteomes (Binnewies et al., 2005).

For easier visual inspection, the cells in

the matrix are coloured darker as the

fraction of similarity increases. Hits

identified within a genome are

differently coloured. Respective blast

matrices for Ruminococcus,

Bacteroides and Eubacterium were

generated using CMG Biotools-

package (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/staff/

dave/CMGtools/) (Vesth et al., 2013).

3.2.7 Determination of Clusters of

Orthologous Groups (COG) category:

Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG)

are defined as the collection of

orthologous proteins from similar

phylogenetic lineages (Tatusov et al.,

2003). Information regarding COG

categories of the encoded protein

products of all concerned strains of

Ruminococcus, Bacteroides and

Eubacterium was obtained from the

IMG database (http://img.jgi.doe.gov/

cgi-bin/w/main.cgi) (Markowitz et al.,

2006). Mentioned proteins were

categorized into various COG

categories such as ‘Information

Storage and Processing’, ‘Cellular

Processes and Signaling’,

‘Metabolism’, and ‘Poorly

Characterized’ and respective sub-

categories in accordance with the

classification scheme followed by

Hsiao et al. (2005).

3.2.8 Analysis of carbohydrate

degradation pathways:

Carbohydrate degradation pathways

present in members of Ruminococcus,

Bacteroides and Eubacterium, but

absent in human (Homo sapiens) host,

were identified from Metabolic

Pathway (MetaCyc) Database (http://

metacyc.org/). Such a comparative

investigation was performed in order to

investigate the underpinnings of

carbohydrate degradation by the

bacterial members of human gut.

3.2.9 Analysis of Carbohydrate-Active

enZymes (CAZymes):

Carbohydrate-Active enZymes

(CAZymes) are special sets of enzymes

that facilitate proper breakdown,

biosynthesis and modification of

glycoconjugates, oligosaccharides and

polysaccharides (Cantarel et al., 2009).

CAZymes are responsible for
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breakdown of undigested carbohydrate

components of the human diet and

thus, aid proper digestion of the human

host. The carbohydrate components

provide nutritional sources for the gut

microflora to sustain in the human

intestinal niche. CAZymes are

classified into various families and sub

-families depending on their mode of

enzymatic behavior and their substrate

specificities (Cantarel et al., 2009).

Protein motifs that confer carbohydrate

catalytic activity have been classified

into sequence-related families of

CAZyme modules, based on their

structurally-related catalytic modules

or functional domains (Henrissat et al.,

2001). The classes of major modules

include Glycoside hydrolases (GHs),

Glycosyltransferases (GTs),

Polysaccharide lyases (PLs) and

Carbohydrate esterases (CEs) (Cantarel

et al., 2009; Levasseur et al., 2013;

Boraston et al., 2004). CAZymes also

contain additional non-catalytic

Carbohydrate-binding modules

(CBMs) associated with enzymes

efficient in cell-wall hydrolysis

(Cantarel et al., 2009).

Information regarding CAZyme

modules and families pertaining to the

concerned strains of Ruminococcus,

Bacteroides and Eubacterium was

obtained from CAZy database (http://

www.cazy.org/) (Lombard et al.,

2014).

3.3 Comparative profiling of

secretomes :

3.3.1 Retrieval of genomic and

proteomic data:

Human gastrointestinal tract harbors a

wide range of microbial population that

comprise of both ‘friendly’ probiotic

bacteria as well as detrimental

pathogens. We have carried out an

extensive analysis pertaining to

identification and profiling of

secretomes in microbial members of

human gut. Genomic and proteomic

sequences of selected members

representing all major bacterial phyla,

present in human gut, were retrieved

from the Integrated Microbial

Genomes (IMG) database (http://

img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/w/main.cgi)

(Markowitz et al., 2006). The final set

of microbes (used for our

investigations) included only those

genomes, for which genome

sequencing has been accomplished and

has been assigned ‘Finished’ status in

IMG database. A comprehensive list of

sixty four bacterial strains, representing

forty eight species, were included in

our investigation set (Table 3.3).
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Contd… to next page.

Bacterial
Phylum

Bacterial Genus Organism
NCBI/RefSeq/

GenBank Accession

Actinobacteria
Bifidobacterium

Bifidobacterium longum infantis
157F-NC

NC_015052

B. longum infantis JCM 1222 AP010889
B. longum longum F8 FP929034
B. longum longum JCM 1217 NC_015067
B. longum DJO10A NC_010816
B. longum NCC2705 NC_004307
B. adolescentis 22L CP007443
B. animalis lactis AD011 NC_011835
B. bifidum PRL2010 NC_014638
B. breve UCC2003 CP000303

Gordonibacter
Gordonibacter pamelaeae DSM
19378

FP929047

Bacteroidetes Bacteroides

Bacteroides xylanisolvens XB1A FP929033
B.fragilis 638R FQ312004
B.fragilis NCTC 9343 NC_003228
B.fragilis YCH46 NC_006347
B.thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482 NC_004663
B.vulgatus ATCC 8482 NC_009614

Firmicutes

Butyrivibrio Butyrivibrio fibrisolvens 16/4 FP929036

Clostridiales
Clostridiales sp. SM4/1 FP929060
Clostridiales sp. SS3/4 FP929062
Clostridiales sp. SSC/2 FP929061

Clostridium
Clostridium saccharolyticum
K10

FP929037

Coprococcus
Coprococcus catus GD/7 FP929038
Coprococcus sp. ART55/1 FP929039

Enterococcus Enterococcus sp. 7L76 FP929058

Eubacterium

Eubacterium rectale DSM 17629 FP929042
E. rectale M104/1 FP929043
E. siraeum 70/3 FP929044
E. siraeum V10Sc8a FP929059

Faecalibacterium
Faecalibacterium prausnitzii
L2-6

FP929045

F. prausnitzii SL3/3 FP929046
Faecalitalea Faecalitalea cylindroides T2-87 FP929041
Finegoldia Finegoldia magna ATCC 29328 NC_010376

Lactobacillus

Lactobacillus fermentum IFO
3956

NC_010610

L. paracasei 8700:2 NC_022112
L. reuteri JCM 1112 NC_009513
L. reuteri ATCC 55730 NC_015697
L. rhamnosus GG NC_013198
L. acidophilus NCFM NC_006814
L. brevis ATCC 367 NC_008497
L. casei ATCC 334 NC_008526
L. delbrueckii bulgaricus 2038 CP000156
L. gasseri ATCC 33323 NC_008530
L. johnsonii DPC 6026 CP002464
L. plantarum WCFS1 NC_004567
L. salivarius CECT 5713 CP002034

Table 3.3 List of human gut-associated bacterial members concerned for secretomes profiling
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3.3.2 Identification of bacterial

secretomes:

Secretomes are defined as the overall

set of secretory proteins that are

associated with cellular cross-talks,

communication and interaction with

the host environment (Ranganathan

and Garg, 2009). SignalP (v4.1)

(Petersen et al., 2011) and TMHMM

(v2.0) (Moller et al., 2001) servers

were used for the prediction of the

secretory proteins in the concerned

groups of microbes. The proteomic sets

of the concerned bacterial members

were fed to SignalP server and protein

sequences predicted to be signal

peptides by both artificial neural

network and Hidden Markov model

(HMM) of the SignalP server were

filtered. The screened protein

sequences were then fed to TMHMM

server and the sets of sequences

bearing 0–2 transmembrane domains

were included in our final list of

secretomes, as per scheme followed by

Mastronunzio et al. (2008) and Roy et

al. (2013). The prediction scheme has

been detailed in Figure 3.1.

Firmicutes

Megamonas Megamonas hypermegale
ART12/1 FP929048

Roseburia
Roseburia intestinalis M50/1 FP929049
R. intestinalis XB6B4 FP929050

Ruminococcus

Ruminococcus bromii L2-63 FP929051
R. champanellensis 18P13 FP929052
R. obeum A2-162 FP929054
Ruminococcus sp. SR1/5 FP929053
R. torques L2-14 FP929055

Fusobacteria Fusobacterium

Fusobacterium nucleatum
animalis 7_1 CP007062
F. nucleatum vincentii
3_1_27

CP007064*,
CP007065**

Fusobacterium sp. 3_1_36A2 CP003700
Fusobacterium sp. 4_8 CP003723

Enterobacter

Enterobacter cloacae cloacae
NCTC 9394 FP929040
E. cloacae cloacae ATCC
13047 NC_014121

Escherichia
Escherichia coli SE15 NC_013654
E. coli SE11 NC_011415

Helicobacter
Helicobacter pylori 35A CP002096

H. pylori 83 CP002605

Proteobacteria

Bacterial Phylum Bacterial Genus Organism
NCBI/RefSeq/

GenBank Accession

Table 3.3 continued from previous page

‘*’   denotes Chromosome 1; ‘**’ denotes Chromosome 2
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3.3.3 Generation of amino acid usage

based heatmaps:

Heatmap is a graphical display of data

that uses colour codes to represent

individual values of the concerned

data, thus highlighting the variations in

the dataset. Heatmaps based on the

relative frequencies of amino acids,

employed by the secretory proteins,

were plotted using CMG Biotools-

package (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/staff/

dave/CMGtools/) (Vesth et al., 2013).

3.3.4 Calculation of protein energetic

cost (PEC):

Energetic costs of secretomes (in terms

of high energy phosphate bonds) of

concerned bacterial members, residing

in the human gut, were calculated

using the DAMBE software (Xia,

2013). The software employs the

Signal peptides predicted by both
Hidden Markov Model and Neural

Network of SignalP 4.1 were
filtered and subsequently fed to

TMHMM 2.0 server

Bacterial proteomes of human gut microflora
were retrieved from IMG database and fed to

SignalP 4.1 server

SignalP 4.1

Protein sequences containing 0-2
transmembrane helices were considered as

the final set of signal peptides

TMHMM 2.0

Figure 3.1: Flowchart displaying prediction scheme employed for identification of secretomes
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calculation scheme introduced by

Akashi and Gojobori (2002).

3.3.5 Determination of COG category:

Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG)

are defined as the collection of

orthologous proteins from similar

phylogenetic lineages (Tatusov et al.,

2003). Information regarding the COG

categories of the secretory proteins for

all the concerned bacterial members

was obtained from the IMG database

(http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-bin/w/

main.cgi) (Markowitz et al., 2006).

Mentioned proteins were categorized

into various COG categories such as

‘Information Storage and Processing’,

‘Cellular Processes and Signaling’,

‘Metabolism’, and ‘Poorly

Characterized’ and respective sub-

categories in accordance with the

classification scheme followed by

Hsiao et al. (2005).

3.3.6 Assessment of evolutionary

signatures:

Orthologous sequences between two

bacterial members of same genus were

identified using Reciprocal Best Hits

(RBH) approach keeping an identity

level of >= 50%, an E-value of 1e-10

and at least 50% region of alignment,

using the local BLASTP program

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nlm.nih.gov/

BLAST/download.shtml).

The ratio (ω) of rate of non-

synonymous substitutions per non-

synonymous site (Ka) to rate of

synonymous substitutions per

synonymous site (Ks) has been an

excellent estimator of the evolutionary

selection constraint on a protein-coding

gene. ω > 1 signifies positive

(diversifying) Darwinian selection

whereas ω < 1 symbolizes purifying

(refining) selection. At neutral

evolutionary stage, ω = 1, i.e., the rate

of synonymous and non-synonymous

substitutions are equal. The

evolutionary rates of the orthologous

protein coding genes were calculated

using Codeml program in the PAML

software package (v4.9) (http://

abacus.gene.ucl.ac.uk/software

paml.html) with runmode = -2 and

CodonFreq = 1. A BioPerl script,

developed by us, was also used along

with the Codeml package that

translated the cDNAs into proteins and

aligned them accordingly. The protein

alignments were then projected back

into cDNA coordinates that were used

by the PAML package to perform the

evolutionary rate analysis employing

maximum likelihood method. Pairs of

sequences with ω and Ks values,

evocative of saturation, were not

considered for further analysis.
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Evolutionary rates of the secretory

proteins were compared with that of

the non-secretory proteins to gain a

deep insight into the evolutionary

dynamics of the secretory proteins.

3.3.7 Statistical analysis:

Correlation analysis (Spearman’s rank

correlation) and statistical test of

significance were performed (at levels

of significance P < 0.01 and P < 0.05)

using SPSS software package .

3.4 Identification of Putative Drug

Targets in Helicobacter pylori 35A:

3.4.1 Identification of pathogen and

host metabolic pathways:

Helicobacter pylori 35A resides in

human gut and has been associated

with several gastrointestinal diseases

that encompass active gastritis,

duodenal ulcers, gastric cancer and

gastric adenocarcinoma in the human

gut (Kelly, 1998; Kusters et al., 2006;

Lehours et al., 2009).  Though

screening of potential drug targets has

been achieved in various strains of H.

pylori (Sarkar et al., 2012; Neelapu and

Pavani, 2013; Nammi et al., 2016), the

H. pylori 35A strain still demands to be

explored and characterized from the

drug discovery aspect. Accordingly,

comprehensive in silico subtractive

genomics based approach has been

implemented in our work to properly

identify putative therapeutic targets in

H. pylori 35A strain to cater the needs

of biomedical and pharmaceutical

sector aimed at successful drug

development against H. pylori

associated infections.

Similarity between eukaryotic and

prokaryotic cell is limited. However,

resemblance in the coding region of a

particular gene or functional domain of

any protein may result in cross-

reactivity of a therapeutic agent against

the host. Furthermore, if a drug inhibits

any essential protein of the host, it

might produce severe side effects on

the host. Therefore, the initial check

point of our study was to compare the

metabolic pathways of the pathogen H.

pylori 35A and human host (Homo

sapiens). Information of metabolic

pathways was extracted from the

Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and

Genomes (KEGG) pathway database

(Kanehisa and Goto, 2000; Kanehisa et

al., 2008). Subsequently, a manual

comparison was made and pathways

that appeared only in H. pylori 35A,

but not in H. sapiens, were selected as

‘unique’ pathways of the pathogen. We

identified proteins from the unique

pathways of H. pylori 35A and the

corresponding amino acid sequences

were retrieved from the KEGG
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database.

3.4.2 Screening of essential genes:

Genes that are indispensable for

supporting cellular life of an organism

are called essential genes. Database of

Essential Genes (DEG) (Zhang et al.,

2004; Duffield et al., 2010) includes a

list of all those genes that have been

categorized as essential ones. Essential

genes of H. pylori 35A were screened

by performing BLASTP analysis of the

proteins representing the unique

pathways of H. pylori 35A against

DEG. An E-value cut-off of 10-10 and a

minimum bit score of 100 was

considered as screening parameter.

3.4.3 Identification of non-host

essential proteins:

Proper identification of essential

proteins was followed by comparison

of the proteins with the human non-

redundant protein sequence database

with a motive to filter the non-host

(non-human) proteins of H. pylori 35A.

A BLASTP analysis was performed

and a threshold E-value of 0.005 and

35% identity was adopted as screening

criteria (Anishetty et al., 2005; Ghosh

et al., 2014; Chawley et al., 2014).

3.4.4 Molecular weight determination:

Molecular weight (MW) of each of the

potential targets was determined using

online tool Compute pI/Mw (ExPASy)

(Gasteiger et al., 2003). Available

literatures suggest that smaller proteins

are suitable targets for drug

development because they are

relatively more soluble and easier to

purify in comparison to large proteins

(Duffield et al., 2010). Therefore,

proteins with molecular weight larger

than 100 kDa were excluded from our

dataset.

3.4.5 Subcellular localization

analysis:

Subcellular localization analysis is a

vital step in apt identification of drug

targets. Subcellular localization reveals

whether a protein is suitable as a drug

or a vaccine candidate. Cytoplasmic

proteins are suggested to work better as

drug targets while membrane proteins

as targets for proper vaccine

development (Barh et al., 2011).

CELLO (v2.5) (Yu et al., 2004; Yu et

al., 2006) server was employed to

predict the subcellular localization of

the selected proteins. CELLO has a

repertoire of numerous protein

sequences as datasets in its library for

the prediction of protein localization.

CELLO uses a support vector machine

(SVM) method and a Hidden Markov

Model based server TMHMM for

predictive analysis. Proteins that were

predicted to be cytoplasmic ones were
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included in our further dataset as our

objective was to filter the tentative

drug targets.

3.4.6 Interactome analysis:

Protein–protein interaction network

provides a detailed overview of the

interaction among particular sets of

proteins (Jensen et al., 2009;

Szklarczyk et al., 2011; Franceschini et

al., 2013; Szklarczyk et al., 2014).

Protein–protein interaction network

analysis was executed thoroughly for

each of the listed proteins using protein

interaction database STRING (v10.0)

(Szklarczyk et al., 2014). STRING

creates protein–protein interaction

networks based on experimental data,

gene-based analysis, curated pathways

and various protein interaction

databases. STRING also calculates a

confidence score based on interactions.

Proteins with confidence score 1 are

considered as highly interacting

metabolic proteins. High confidence

interactors with score greater than or

equal to 0.70 were only included in the

protein network (Parvege et al., 2014).

All interactors with low and medium

confidence scores were removed from

the network to minimize false positives

and false negatives.

3.4.7 Determination of COG category

of the therapeutic targets:

Categorization on the basis of Clusters

of Orthologous Groups (COG) is an

effort to phylogenetically classify the

proteins of an organism. COG category

consists of proteins that are

orthologous i.e., they have a vertical

evolutionary descent (Tatusov et al.,

2003). Information regarding COG

categories of the target proteins in H.

pylori 35A was obtained from the IMG

database (http://img.jgi.doe.gov/cgi-

bin/w/main.cgi) (Markowitz et al.

2006). Mentioned proteins were

categorized into various COG

categories such as ‘Information

Storage and Processing’, ‘Cellular

Processes and Signaling’,

‘Metabolism’, and ‘Poorly

Characterized’ and respective sub-

categories in accordance with the

classification scheme employed by

Hsiao et al. (2005).

3.4.8 Druggability analysis:

A target protein is termed ‘druggable’

if it has the potential to interact with

drug or drug-like molecules with high

affinity (Hajduk et al., 2005). In this

study, the druggability potentials of

listed essential proteins were assessed

using DrugBank database (Knox et al.,

2011). Currently, DrugBank has a huge

and comprehensive collection of drugs

with target information (Parvege et al.,
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2014). Therapeutic chemicals, against

all the target proteins of our interest,

were extensively searched in

DrugBank. Degree of homology was

evaluated using BLASTP program with

an E-value threshold of 1e-5. Presence

of targets in DrugBank with the same

biological function for a particular

protein of concern established its

‘druggable’ property (Hasan et al.,

2006), whereas targets with no

homologs were considered to be

‘novel’ (Crowther et al., 2010).

3.4.9 Ranking the ‘druggable’

therapeutic targets:

Effectiveness of a putative target

depends on its degree of essentiality for

the survival of the pathogenic organism

under diverse niche. Some targets

might prove essential for a limited

number of physiological conditions

whereas, others might prove essential

irrespective of circumstances. The

number of homologs found in DEG

and the number of interactors found in

STRING for the target proteins of

concern were considered as imperative

factors that determine the degree of

essentiality (Zhang et al., 2004).

Moreover, the number of available

drugs present in DrugBank, against

every concerned target, was also

considered. We assessed and ranked

the therapeutic targets employing

following formula:

where, DTS-Drug Target Score;

DEG-Number of Homologs in

Database of Essential Genes; I-Number

of Interacting Partners obtained

through STRING; DB-Number of

DrugBank entry against each protein.

3.4.10 Determination of protein

structure:

Extensive druggability analysis of the

putative drug targets resulted in a set of

9 proteins with reported DrugBank

entries (‘druggable’) whereas, 95

proteins were found to have no

DrugBank entries. Proteins with no

DrugBank entries were considered to

be ‘novel’ drug discovery targets. We

considered one protein each from the

‘druggable’ and ‘novel’ sets of putative

drug targets. 3-dehydroquinate

dehydratase (aroQ) (KEGG ID:

HMPREF4655_20654) protein was

chosen from the ‘druggable’ set for

molecular docking analysis. The 3-D

structure (PDB ID: 1J2Y_A) of the

concerned protein was found to be

reported in Protein Data Bank (PDB)

(Berman et al., 2007) and the following

PDB structure was retrieved. Lysine

100

DBIDEG
DTS

XX
 ……….(7)
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156 of template 1J2Y_A was mutated

to Glutamine 156 as per sequence of

aroQ protein using Pymol (v1.8.2.3)

software. P-type DNA transfer ATPase

(VirB11) (HMPREF4655_21080)

protein was considered from the

‘novel’ set of tentative drug targets for

molecular docking analysis. 3-D

structure of the mentioned protein

(2PT7_A) was available from PDB and

was retrieved accordingly. Amino acid

residues Arginine 73 and Serine 292 of

the template 2PT7_A were mutated to

Lysine 73 and Asparagine 292 as per

the sequence of VirB11 protein using

same Pymol software.

3.4.11 Ligand selection:

We considered the experimental drugs

(reported in DrugBank against

‘druggable’ aroQ) and approved drugs

(reported in DrugBank against the set

of 9 ‘druggable’ candidates of H.

pylori 35A) as ligands for our study.

Furthermore, phytochemicals with

probable activities against gastric ulcer

and gastric cancer (caused by H.

pylori), reported in Dr Duke’s

Phytochemical and Ethnobotanical

Database (https://

phytochem.nal.usda.gov/phytochem),

were also included in our dataset as

potential ligands. D-Limonene has

been reported to be associated with anti

-cancer (gastric) and anti-ulcer (gastric)

activities (https://

phytochem.nal.usda.gov/phytochem).

All the concerned chemicals were

downloaded using Pubchem

maintained by NCBI. Open Babel

software (www.openbabel.org)was

used to convert the concerned

molecules into required PDB format.

3.4.12 Molecular Docking:

Molecular Docking of target proteins

against the selected chemicals was

executed using Auto Dock Vina (Trott

and Olson, 2010) software. The

number of points in X, Y and Z

dimensions was chosen to be 100.

Center Grid Box was chosen to fit the

protein. The Exhaustiveness was set to

8. Concerned protein was made ready

by removing the water molecules and

adding polar hydrogens to them.

Gasteiger charges were added to the

proteins on the basis of

electronegativity equilibration and then

the non-polar hydrogens were merged.

Gasteiger charges were calculated for

the respective ligands also.




